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About This Game

From the folks behind the BIT.TRIP series comes the frantic insanity that is WOAH DAVE! Help our hero, Dave Lonuts,
survive an insane alien invasion and line his pockets with shiny pennies.

Hurl alien eggs, skull bombs, and explosive WOAH blocks to stay alive and sky rocket yourself to high score fame and fortune.

The brave players who manage to survive the alien onslaught and collect the most coins will be rewarded with top placement on
the fierce online leaderboards. Do you have what it takes to be the world’s best Dave? Or will you end up playing second fiddle

to another, more powerful Dave?

Woah Dave! also features a local two-player competitive mode, where two Daves can go head-to-head in a battle to collect the
most coins. We aren’t exaggerating when we say it could very well result in ruined friendships and unsalvageable marriages.

Competitive games are good like that.

If that isn’t enough Dave for you, there’s also Bonkers Mode with more aliens, more lava, and more chances to get killed. Those
who brave the storm will be rewarded with a splendor of precious coinage; those who fail will be revoked of their License to

Dave.

Good luck, and may the best Dave win.
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Was given this through a steam key giveaway. Like most games with free codes it's a rip off of a superior game. The controls
have no weight to them, everything is floaty, and plainly put it's not very fun. Might be good for young kids, but as an adult you
can see all of the problems this game has. If you can, try it for free.. i keep forgetting the rules. I really love this game! It's
adorable and funny, with a really unique battle system and a super dope world. It feels a little frustratingly hard at points (I kind
of wish I didn't have to replay networks from the beginning when I lose a battle), but I've been coming back to it to see all the
ways the mechanics get experimented with (the battle system seems simple enough on the surface, but gets explored in a bunch
of different ways -- becoming more and more like a puzzle and even meta puzzle) and I've also been coming back to see the new
characters and get to the bottom of who the dang glitch witch even is -- the art and writing carry it a long way. Highly
recommend the game -- so unique and challenging.. An masterpiece of articulated bus which has a lot of options, including
manual door operation, or automatic one - for both fronts (V\u00d6V and St\u00dcLB - I loved the St\u00dcLB one more),
aswell more repaint options, including seats and interior walls, aswell an realistic detail level. This bus is hands down also worth
my \u20ac10.. Obstojn\u00e1, ale ni\u010d\u00edm nevynikaj\u00edc\u00ed hidden-object adventura. Pot\u011b\u0161ila
slu\u0161n\u00e1 variabilita \u00fakol\u016f ve sc\u00e9n\u00e1ch se skryt\u00fdmi p\u0159edm\u011bty, jinak je ale
v\u0161echno stejn\u00e9 jako v des\u00edtk\u00e1ch obdobn\u00fdch her. Na zabit\u00ed \u010dasu p\u0159ed
span\u00edm ale sta\u010d\u00ed.. Your business is hemorrhaging money' simulator. Boring Quest is more like it. The level
design is atrocious and overly spaced out. Overall I just didn't have fun with it. I liked the idea of the game, but the game itself
is just dull. Lion Quest fails to stand out from others in it's genre.
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really challenging game and funny background music. Though I think I'd rather read the story more than use this DLC to look at
the artwork. It makes you get a sense of what the author\/artist wanted to convey through the story. However, I think that is
more than obvious if you have any sort of link you can establish with this story.

But still I recommend getting it as it is part of helping to give the story a deeper meaning to you and to others, and besides :)
Maybe supporting this will help to get a second version of Cursed Sight to be released as I liked the characters and wonder what
would happen if the story hadn't ended the way it did in the 4 endings.. I'd buy that for a dollar!
(or more, even...)

Edit
====
Two years later: Where's the bloody game, brah?. This is actually really good, I am early in the game and can't stop smiling, its
so well written its like a really good manga. I feel like I am privy to a mischievous secret and wanting to just hesitate at certain
points to absorb what is happening and place myself in the position of each of the participants. It is well drawn which is nice
too. I like it.

Much further on ... I wonder what I can write that won't spoil it for others, its so intense I am swinging between emotions which
only happens with a 50 dollar game usually. A game which can make me both happy and teary. The writing continues to delight
and the use of music to change mood is masterful.

I have 2 accounts and 500 games between them and this is as good as any I have found on steam.. The worst thing ever.
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